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Kai propped himself up to sit upright as he quietly regained his strength. Right 
then, multiple spells appeared in the blanket of dark fog, aiming only at Kai 
and launching various attacks at him. 

Kai sat there quietly and watched all types of attacks unfolding before his 
eyes, trying hard to remain composed and control his mind. 

The magecrafts were performed right before his eyes. When he saw that he 
was about to be drowned by them, his body wriggled as a reflex action to 
dodge. 

“Stay calm,” the elderly man said all of a sudden. Kai maintained his 
composure and watched his opponent’s spells hit him. However, Kai did not 
feel the attacks. The spells seemed to have vanished instantly. 

It was then that he finally realized that the illusion spells could not harm him in 
any tangible way. He was under the influence of the Heart Blinding spell. That 
was why he had instinctively moved his body to avoid any attacks he saw 
coming his way and had absolutely no consideration for other things. 

If the series of attacks persisted, Kai would continue to avoid them. In that 
scenario, he might end up exhausting himself to death even if he was not 
beaten to a pulp. 

The old demon furrowed his brow as he observed Kai, who stayed still like a 
statue. The latter was completely unaffected by the various spells aimed at 
him. Shortly after, various demon beasts emerged from the dark fog. 

They appeared in all shapes and sizes, each. bearing a terrifying appearance. 
One after another, they marched toward Kai with their bloody mouths open. 
The old demon planned to use the demon beasts to scare Kai to his core. 

However, Kai closed his eyes, refusing to look at the demon beasts any 
longer. No matter how close they got, he remained unfazed. 

“Sir, while we are safe in this illusionary realm, I’m afraid it’s impossible for my 
current stamina to withstand the old demon’s attack. When he realizes that 
the illusionary realm is of no use to us, he will surely unleash another attack. 
What should we do then?” Kai asked, his tone filled with worry. 



He had little energy remaining, making it nearly impossible for him to battle 
the old demon. The elderly man remained silent for a moment before 
speaking. “Actually, you haven’t tapped into a specific power yet.” 

Kai asked right away, “What power? Is it illusion nascence?” Indeed, I didn’t 
use illusion nascence. I didn’t use any illusion spells during the battle, after all. 

The elderly man shook his head. “The Power of Dragons. As Golden Dragon’s 
True Form, your body certainly possesses a lot of power.” 

Kai took a glance at the draconic essence on his chest and uttered helplessly, 
“I’ve used the Power of Dragons, and there’s not much draconic essence left.” 

“Although your draconic essence no longer holds the Power of Dragons, don’t 
forget that you’ve always had the primordial spirit of a green dragon within 
your consciousness field. Isn’t now the best time to use it? Do you know how 
much Power of Dragons can be converted from a dragon’s primordial spirit?” 
the elderly man reminded Kai. 

Kai was stunned at his words, for the green dragon’s primordial spirit had 
saved him umpteen times. Although he had never interacted with it, the green 
dragon’s primordial spirit would immediately show up each time he called 
upon it. 

Now that the elderly man was actually asking him to absorb and convert the 
green dragon’s primordial spirit, he couldn’t really accept it. 

“What’s wrong? Are you hesitating? If you die, everything in your 
consciousness field will vanish into thin air.” 

The elderly man knew Kai was reluctant to do so. 

“Sir, I…” 

Kai started speaking, but he was apprehensive about making a final decision. 
He had always been regarded as the son of a dragon. All Divine Dragons 
were like family to him. There was no way he could bring himself to absorb the 
green dragon’s primordial spirit. 

If he possessed greater power, there might be a way for him to be resurrected 
as long as the primordial spirit remained. Conversely, if the primordial spirit 
were gone, everything would vanish totally. 
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When the elderly man saw that Kai was hesitating, he spoke directly to the 
green: dragon’s primordial spirit instead. “Speak up, dragon. Are you willing to 
sacrifice your primordial spirit? If Kai dies, so does your primordial spirit. 
However, if you offer it to Kai, we still stand a chance of winning this fight.” 

Kai was stunned to see the elderly man speaking with the dragon. He had 
absolutely no idea that one could communicate with the green dragon’s 
primordial spirit. 

He had been treating the primordial spirit as a mere weapon, never once 
considering that the spirit had a mind of its own too. Kai was still dazed in 
shock when the green dragon’s primordial spirit moved. 

“It’s my honor to be of help to you.” The green dragon’s primordial spirit 
slowly. opened its mouth and spoke. Its voice was as loud as thunder. 

“See, Kai, the dragon has agreed. You can now absorb its primordial spirit 
and prepare for battle!” said the elderly man. 

However, Kai remained indifferent as he stared blankly at the green dragon’s 
primordial spirit with mixed emotions. 

“Sir, since you have a mind of your own, do you happen to know who my 
father is? I’m sure you know him, right?” Kai was starting to get all worked up. 
At that moment, he truly wanted to find out if his father was a Draconian. 

The green dragon nodded and replied, “Of course, I do. However, I can’t tell 
you just yet. You must be alive and well, for you are the last hope of the 
Draconians. Now, swallow my primordial spirit so that your draconic essence 
will once again be filled with the Power of Dragons.” 

Kai shook his head. “No, even if it means my death, I will never swallow your 
primordial spirit. I absolutely refuse to do that.” 

He could not bring himself to do it. Although he had not interacted directly with 
the green dragon’s primordial spirit, it had, in fact, saved him and ensured his 
safe escape multiple times. There was no way Kai would ever swallow the 
green dragon’s primordial spirit. 



“Hey, kid, why are you being as stubborn as a mule? Do you really want to 
face death and drag everyone down with you?” the elderly mant shouted at 
Kai. 

Kai did not respond. A faint aura was circulating within his body, gradually 
gaining strength. 

He was actually conserving the last bit of energy left in his body. Eventually, 
he would unleash it all and sacrifice his blood essence to fight the old demon 
to the bitter end. 

“You’re insane! You’re really a lunatic!” 

The elderly man felt so helpless, for he did not expect Kai to be so stubborn. 
On the contrary, the green dragon guffawed. 

“The Divine Dragons have never relented in the face of adversity. Hahaha!” 

“How are you still laughing when we’re on the brink of death? If my brother 
gets out of here, I fear it will lead to a bloodbath out there, and Archaic Body 
cultivators like us will undoubtedly encounter numerous challenges.” The 
elderly man was extremely concerned. 

If the old demon were to escape, he would forcibly seize control of the entire 
Archaic Body Cultivation clan and make them cultivate the demonic 
technique. The whole Archaic Body Cultivation clan would be wiped out in no 
time. 

“Don’t be so pessimistic. The outcome might. not be as bad as you imagine if 
we work together.” 

The green dragon gazed confidently at the elderly man. The latter seemed to 
have caught something. from the green dragon’s look. He flashed a faint smile 
and then forcefully separated his mind from Kai. 

Gradually, the elderly man’s body reappeared,. leaving Kai bewildered. Why is 
he doing this at this critical moment? 

“What are you doing, Sir?” Kai was totally baffled. 



“Even if our two forces merge into one, there’s no way we can defeat my 
brother. We might as well part ways. Perhaps we have a chance to survive, 
the elderly man said. 

Kai could not comprehend a single word of what the elderly man was saying. 
If we can’t unite as one, does it imply that we’ll be fine if we each go our 
separate ways? The elderly man is just a soul remnant, and his combat power 
will be significantly reduced without a physical body! 
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However, the elderly man didn’t care if Kai understood him. All he did was 
stare at the black fog around him. He said, “I know you’ve been wanting to kill 
me, and I will give you the chance to do so, brother. However, I hope you’ll 
spare the others once you take my life. Your Ice Soul Pill is gone. Even if you 
kill them now, it won’t do you any good.” 

The old demon frowned. I don’t understand. Is this a trap or something? As 
his little brother didn’t react, the elderly man continued, “Do you think you can 
trap us here with this illusionary realm? If you do, I suggest you stop 
daydreaming. You’re not afraid of my soul remnant now, are you?” 

He continued to provoke his brother, attempting to force the latter to show up. 

“Have you thought of another dirty trick to use against me, brother? Well, let 
me tell you. something. I won’t fall for it. Although this illusionary realm won’t 
kill you, I can destroy my world. When that happens, a void crack will appear 
in this spot. Once you’re sucked inside, the temporal disturbance there will 
wipe you out.” The old demon seemed to have grown smarter and wasn’t 
planning to show himself. 

“Since you’re so afraid, I suppose there’s no need for me to speak further. I’m 
dying anyway. I guess there’s no point for me to hold on to this any longer…” 
As the elderly man spoke, he removed an emerald badge from his pocket. 

That was the emerald badge Kai had handed the elderly man when he met 
him. It was the true key to unlocking the treasure. 

When the old demon saw the emerald badge, his eyes sparkled. “The God 
King Seal belonging to the Archaic Body cultivators? Why do you have it?” 



In the thousands of years they had been in that world, the old demon had 
never seen his elder brother possessing that item. Long ago, he had opposed 
his elder brother because he wished to obtain the God King Seal and become 
the supreme ruler of the Archaic Body cultivators. 

Yet, they had ended up perishing together. He had never seen the God King 
Seal before, and now his elder brother had just pulled it out so casually. Kai 
looked at the emerald badge, not expecting it to be even more important to 
the Archaic Body cultivators. 

“You’ve always wanted this and to become the ruler of the Archaic Body 
cultivators, right? Well, here you go.” The elderly man lifted the God. King 
Seal, waiting for his brother to take it. The old demon frowned as he struggled 
internally. 

In the end, he inhaled deeply and decided to seize the God King Seal. He 
believed he needn’t be afraid of his brother or Kai because they posed no 
threat to him. Kai watched everything unfold silently, confused as to why the 
elderly man was doing that. 

It was obvious that the elderly man was luring his brother into the illusionary 
realm. However, even if that plan succeeded, what could the elderly man or 
Kai do? 

Kai squeezed out every energy left in his body while gripping his Dragonslayer 
Sword. In the dark fog, Kai suddenly detected the old demon’s aura. He 
actually came in! 

He felt the green dragon’s primordial spirit moving within his consciousness 
field. He had no idea what the elderly man and the green dragon’s primordial 
spirit were attempting to accomplish. 

Thud! Thud! Thud! 

Footsteps could be heard as the old demon strolled into the illusionary realm. 

At that moment, the old demon was still on his guard. He fixed his gaze on Kai 
and his brother and demanded, “Hand the God King Seal to me, brother. I 
promise I won’t squash these pathetic ants.” 



“How am I supposed to trust you? What if you fail to uphold your end of the 
bargain once the God King Seal is in your possession?” asked the elderly 
man. 

“I’m a man of my word. I won’t break my promise. But since you doubt me, 
what shall I do to earn your trust?” The old demon glowered at his brother. 

“Release these people, and you’ll have the God King Seal,” said the elderly 
man. 

 


